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SUI1t"lAF.~'Y 

In a world where nuclear weapons e~dst and nuclear technoJoqrd continues 
.... "-

to expand .. end where the two Superpowers heve divergent philosophies anrj 
interests, the United States national security strategy hes as it~; centerpiece 
the concept of deterrence. Deterrence has been alternatel1J praised end 
crit i C1 zed, accepted on faith and di smi ssed out of hand as an anechroni sm. 

Any strategy for the prevention Ctf war, especially a war whose extent .. 
duration, and possibly everlasting effects on mankind are hypotrfeticel, end 
will hopefully remain so, allows dissectlon from an!J number of direction::: 
based on varied interpretations of rlistory and visions of the future. 

This essay examines the theory of deterrence and some of the operational 
or practical dilemmas encountered in the conduct of deterrence as ;j t"n:!tionel 
strategy or po 11 cy. I t then touches upon the moral dil ernmas i nt'!erent ina 
strategy threatening the llse of nuclear weapons. Finally, tr-!ere are sorne 
observat ions tyi ng together the theory, the ethi ca 1, and the operaU one 1 
difficulties which are not going to be solved easily, if at all. Tt"!e e)<arnin8t.ion 
is not meant to be definitive. It is a personal clarification of idees often 
pointing out problem areas that need consideration rather than resolvir!l~ 

them. Though admittedly superficial, ttle essay is an attempt on part of a 
Catholic militery officer to corne to !~rips \tllith a difficult reconcilietion of 
whet seems to be a "pract i ca 1 necessity" and whet may become a "moral 
i mperat i 'Ie." 

The author concludes that today's strategy of (Ieterrence is not illogical 
and 1S not immoraL Neither, however, is its success lik·el!J to D!3 eternal. As 
a strategy of managing uncertainty in a dangerous age, deterrence remains 
uncomfortable but necessary. Thepe-oper question is not yvhether deterrence 
should be abandoned, but rather whet will keep the teeth in deterrence until 
an alternative can be found. 

Daniel T. Tworne!d 
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I NTRODUCT I ON 

The emergence of the nuclear capatdlHy and the refinement of associated 
weaponry have created the preeminent dilemma of divising an epproach to 
international relations that will effectively prohibit the use of these 
weapons. Unfortunately, given the existence of nuclear weapons and given a 
world where nations do not perceive general interests and philosophies to be 
in consonance, the prevention of nuclear war cannot be clearly seperlJted from 
war or conflict in general. 

Conflict is a continuum running from the use of words, through "cold wlJr" .. 
i nsurgency-counteri nsurgency, conventional (non-nuclear) 11 mited warf are, 
global conventional, limited nuclear and strategic nuclear war. There is no 
necessity thlJt these somewhat artificial categories must follow in a set or 
pre-ordained sequence. It is, however, generally accepted that they IJre llsted 
in order of descendi ng 11 ke li hood but i ncrelJsi ng destructlJbil ity and trleref ore 
i ncreasi ng necessity of preventi on. U.S. national security po 11 cy hlJs thus 
become one emphasizing deterrence of armed conflict as the prime goo1. 

The content of deterrent policy and many of the assumptions behind the 
policy are increosingly being taken to task by members of all portions of the 
political spectrum within the United States as well as by allies and 
antagonists overseas. The overall concept of deterrence, both the deterrence 
of nuclear war and the deterrence of conflict at all levels is at the heart of 
the ethical and fiscal debates facing all branches of government todey;. It is . 
doubtful that a coherent defense budget or arms control posi Uon can be 
achieved without coming to grips with the proper make up of deterrence. 

Coming to grips with deterrence is neither a pleasant nor em easy task. On 
the surface the concept of prevention of another's action through threats 
seems straightforward and easy to identify. After ell, history is filled with 
examples of how well deterrence works. Modern history of the relations 
between the Superpowers (World War II till the present) is the most studied 
example of t~ eJiettiv.ellesi. of.~e.terrence. However, even the most "Simple" . .. .. ... . .. ... . .... ... 
mech8msm~ rou~t: lfIdec-gCl rJ(eV'e.nt1;'+f an' ~etlOf9C:rt!a1ntenance. As the world 
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conditions change., so must the strategies 'NhicJI nations ernploy to govern 
their relationships. Deterrence is a dynamic not a static concept and as it is 
investigated to ensure that it is evolving with the international environrnent .. 
a number of dilemmas or contradictions come to light wt-lich can easi1!d 
unrave 1 the exi st i ng peace. 

During the past several years both acadernicians and practicioners alike 
have dissected deterrence from every conceivable perspect ive. The~d have 
attempted to exp 1 ai n every assumpti on, problem, contradi cti on and unknown 
resulting in mountains of written "evidence" and opinions. ·Since the concept 
of deterrence is so closely tied to the psychological world of perceptions, and 
since success and failure of deterrence must remain to a great extent in the 
real m. of the theoretical rather than the empi ri call y proveab 1 e, the f Deus and 
tone of the analyses have been as varied 6S the world Views, interpretations 
of history, political, and military biases and visions of the future held by 
those participating in the debate. Whatever speCific e~<planations and 
proposal s the proponents and critics of deterrence provi de} thei r Ijetlate 
further exacerbates the difficulty in articulating a policy that ha~; tleen 
accrued from past poliCies and practices and may not have evolved as rapidly 
as the real world. 

This paper win first review the theory of deterrence and the history of 
the practice of modern deterrence and will then highlight some of the major 
dilemmas that need to be addressed by practicioners. After discussing both 
moral and operational chall enges, some personal observations are off ered 
which attempt to take into account these moral issues as well as the real 
worl d ci rcumstances and perceptions in whi ch these ethi cal consi deraU ons 
take place. Though a personal evaluation of deterrence, the paper provides a . , 
framework for the continued assessment of deterrence as an approach to 
national security and international stability. 

•• •••• •• •• •••• ••• • ••• •• •• •• ••• • •• ••• ••• •• •• ••• • ••• • • • •• •• ••• ••• • • •• • • • ••• •• •• •• • ••• ••• ••• •• ••• • ••• ••• •• • •• ••• •• 
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CHAPTER I 

DETERRENCE THEDRV 

Any theory of deterrence must address the factors J i ke 1 y to affect 
deterrence outcomes. Scholars and policy formulators ~laV8 approach8 1j this 
addressal from every conceivable direction: the eyes of the deterrer, the 
perceptions of the prospective deterree, the historian, and the futurist. 
Deterrence has been modeled using practical historical nations and events and 
has been di scussed ad ntltlS8tlm in abstract phil osophi cal and psycho 1 ogi cal 
terms using mythical partiCipants with generalized ideological outlooks and 
inventive scenarios. Deterrence has been divided into general and "pure" or 
immediate; it has been treated as a theoretical concept as well as a 
phenomenological event. Deterrence has been called a policy, a strategy, a 
goal, an objective, a facade, a process, em orientation, a relationst'Jip. It may 
emphasize denial or punishment; it may be real or pretend, based on 
declarative policy or practical planning, Its success or failure has been said 
to depend primarily on either force and capabilities or perceptions of will and 
intent. National style, risk calculations, assumptions of human rationality, 
political and fiscal costs, technological advancements and potentialities 
must all be used to link interests, commitment, capability, creditdlity and the 
operational parameters of deterrence. Deterrence is perhaps best described 
as a game of strategiC interaction in which a rational opponent assesses 
costs and benefits of action based on the expectations regarding the likely 
behav10r of its adversary.l S1 nce our government has not been able to fi nd a 
more sure practical method of prevention of war than deterrence, it has 
become the centerpiece of our security policy. 

Today's debates on deterrence have centered on the practical case of 
deterrence as pract 1 ced by the SuperpOy1lerS in an era of rapi dl y expandi ng 
technology drastically affecting the likelihood, conduct, and potential results 
of modern warfare. Before discussing some of the specific practical and 
mora I di lemmas posed by dependi ng on deterrence as the centerpi ece of 
security it is necessary to quickly review some of the basic theory of 
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Potri ck Morgon defi nes deterrence os "the threat to lise force in response 
'~I 

as a way of preventing t.he first. use of force by someone else."'" Det.errence 
exists then in a 'vyorld of t.heory, inference and hypothesis. In this 'Norld of 
hypothesis, theorists have identified several factors that impact the outcome 

of deterrence.3 

First, there must be 8 threat to influence the opponent's e>::pectations 
about how the deterri ng power wi 11 act ina confl i ct situation. The type anlj 
extent of the threat will vary depend; ng on trle situati on and the i ntere:::ts 
involved. In general however, the threat will be seen to be different from 
purely defense which is seen to end an aggression. The threat (to prevent trle 
aggression) will likely add punishment end retribution to defense. 

Next, the threat must be signaled to the opponent. The nature of the signal 
and its manner of presentation are extremely important. Since trle deterrer 
has, in effect, relinQuistled the initiative to the opponent, it is vital that trle 
deterree believe the threat will be carried (Iut and trlat trle deterring power 
has sufficiet:lt motivation to follow througrl on the threat. In the modern 
world, transmitting the message of deterrence is very comple~< especially 
since there is very little data and experience 'Nith nuclear war. Nations must 
deal primarily with theory, inference and hypothesis; and transmission by 
trial and error will1ikely not survive more than a very few errors. 

The third factor is the linking of credibility, commitment and intrinsic 
interest. This is a matter of proper coordination of Signals, consistency 'NittI 
national style and history, and practical capabilities at the time of the 
signals. 

Credibility of the deterrer is a prime factor. Credibility is a function of 
capabilities, .the damage these capatlilities can inflict and the perception of 
the intentions of the deterrer. This is predominantly a psychological 
component since'it involves a calculation of costs and/or gains, i.e. the costs 
of making war are greater or less than trle gains or losses from retreat or no 
resistence. Credibility is affected by relative levels of strength and if the 
umbrella of deterrence stretches over a country "protected" by the deterrer, 
the credibility of this "extended deterrence" is greatly affected by the 
relationshlp.~f..\tt~~ t~e: ~iterrln~ fJQ¥~.~ru:1.the. weaker country that is .. .. ... . ... . . ::: 

•• ••• ••• • • •• • • • ••• •• •• •• • ••• ••• ••• .. ... . ... ... ~. . .. ... .. 
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targeted for aggressIon. 
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There must be the capabllity to back up the threat. It is the adequacy and 
appropriateness of the capability 8S perceived by tJ,e opponent U·,at is 
important since he must be convinced that it can't be easily circurnvented or 
"pi ecemea 1 ed". 

Sixth, the vulnerability of the deterrer to preemption plays a role in the 
opponent's calculations and evoluatlon. 

Finol1y, the concept of deterrence depends heavily on the assumption of 
rationality on the port of the octors involved. Rationality is generally defirfed 
in terms of calculating and value maximizing decision makers. It in'v'olyes 
instrumental rationality which assumes purposive and goal directed action or 
reasonable rationality where the actor does not act if costs outweigh the 
gains. It may even involve rationality in the true psychological 
sense-especi all yin times of extreme pressure or cri si s. (There are some 
theorists like Morgan who believe that it is the measure of irrationality in 
human behavior that makes deterrence successful and not the emphasis on 
rational calculations.) 

These seven factors appear to oe most appropriate and influential in 
sHuations of "pure" or immediate deterrence and of somewhat lesser 
relevance in their totality to general deterrence.4 Specificity and 
appropriateness of the threat, clarity of the Signal, certain credibility with 
relation to the speciflc instance involved, and the "ready" capability of force 
to back up the threat provide the observable rationality important in cases of 
immediate deterrence. In general deterrence, ambiguous national pollci.es are 
more frequently the rule and thus deterrence works more as a result of the 
uncertai nty fact ng the aggressor and the rati ona 11 ty/i rraU ona 1 ity present in 
both the deterrer and the aggressor. Overemphasis on deterrent strategy in 
cases characterized as part of general deterrence without coming to grips 
with the limits of the scope and relevance of deterrence often produces 
crises and crisis escalation rather than control and management of the 
relationships between the states. Deterrence is part of a general influence 
process and not a separable self -contained phenomenon. 

.. .... .. .. . .... -. . ... .. 
•• •• ••• • •• ••• • ••• •• •• ••• • ••• • • • •• •• ••• ••• • • •• • • • ••• •• •• •• ••••• ••• • •• •• ••• • ••• ••• •• • •• ••• •• 
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In applying Hie seven factors, it tlecomes clear that deterrence doesn't 
depend on intentions of the deterrer alone but more on the be Hef s of Hie one 
to be deterred. The perceptions of both sides are perhaps H-Ie rnost irnportant 
keys to successful deterrence. In discussing Hie relationship tlet ... ·veen 
deterrence and percepti on, Robert ,Jervi s rerni nds us that actors' percepti ons 
diverge from objective reality and from the perceptions of other actors. A 
statesman needs to see how hi s opposi te number sees the worl d, i.e. hov·( 

things look through his eyes.S Deterrence will possibly misfire if the tv-/'o 
sides have different beliefs in the perceived cost of punishment that can be 
inflicted and the perceived probabilities that they vYi1l be inflicted. Jervis 
assesses four primary areas of concern for the practicioners of deterrence: 
misperceptions of value, misperceptions of credibility, judging the 
adversaries' alternatives, and self-deterrence.6 

Each side must have an accurate understanding of what the oHler side 
considers of value Since one deters the other by convincing him that the value 
he can expect from a certain action is outweighed by the punishment he'can 
expect. The aggressor, for e~<ample} must knovv' what kind of war the deterrer 
is threatening to wage. The deterrer must know what the aggressor values 
most in order to tailor the threat properly. 

Probably the most important cause of deterrence failure is misperception 
of credibility. How do states determine another's general resolve? How does 
the statesman calculate how much his counterpart is willing to pay? 
Deterrence Theory rests on the assumption that general jUdgments about 
others' credibility are important; but how context bound are these jUdgments 
and how important is the overall reputation of a nation in relation to its 
specifiC interests in the criSis in Question? 

Deterrence may fan if the defender fails to grasp the aggressClr'::; 
.eyaluation of the alternatives to fighting. Is the aggressor acting based on 
the attraction of positive gains or is he acting because he feels inaction 'Ni11 
force him to suffer grave losses? Jervis makes the interesting observation: 
"Status QUo powers often underestimate the pressure that is pushing the 
other to act and therefore underestimate the magnitude of threat and/or the 
degree of credibility that will be required to make the other refrain from 

· .. 7 •• •••• •• •• •••• ••• • ••• •• movlng •• •• ••• • •• ••• • •• 
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~;ometimes states can successful1 ld deter others unint.entionally or
unknowingly. Statesmen can also tie deterred by "perceiving" U-linl~s that are 
not there. Alarmists may deter themselves by paying too much attention to 
hypothet i cal calculati ons about enemy capabi 1 it ies and becorni ng rnore 
hesitant and less confident thus encouraging the other party to tlelieve it is 
safe to take actions otherwise considered too dangerous. This' type of self 
deterrence taken to its extreme could res·ult in a self-fulfilling prophecy of 
defeat. 

The likellhood of misperceptlon in any or all of these areas puts e><:tensive 
limits on the degree to which deterrence strategies can be fine tuned. 
Strategies must also be tailored to the other's pre-existing beliefs and 
images which further limits the range of strategies. The perceptual 
diffi cult i es noted here strengthen the vi ew that defi"nit i \Ie deterrence theory 
and defi nit i on are based on veri fyi ng a psycho 1 ogi ca 1 phenomenon. 

The various aspects of deterrence theory, especia1ly when considered in 
conjunction with today's nuclear world, thus raise a number of paradoxes or 
dilemmas that are not easily or definitively solveable for the future. The 
dilemmas revolve around what is perhaps the key dilemma of deterrence. "The 
more likely it is trlat you will use your capability if you need to, the less 
llkely it is that you will ever be faced with the need. And the converse is 
equally true."S This dilemma is surrounded by an ever increasing family of 
dilemmas that are entwined with each of the key factors affecting the, 
success of deterrence discussed previously. The litany of uncertainties or 
dilemmas associated with the practice of deterrence have been brought to the 
forefront by both ends of the political spectrum. There are those vvho believe 
deterrence as a reactive strategy does not go for enough and allows the 
Soviets a free hand in all but the military sphere of action. On the other side, 
some hold that deterrence is too confrontational and dangerous and can only 
result in nuclear holocaust. Between the two extremes are numerous 
di vergent paths toward i mprovi ng the current concept by i ncreasi ng it s 
credibility through improved understanding of antagonists, clearer Signals, 
stronger links between interests and commitment, and an improved and better 
understood capability to back up the threat to retaliate. 

The attempts to.~~~~e~s a~d. sOJye .t.h~ 0.P~~~ti9naJJi1~cnmas are not alone. 
•• •• ••• • •• ••• ••• •• •• ••• • ••• • • • •• •• ••• ••• • • •• • • • ••• .. .. .. . ... ..'. .. . ... e. . ... ... .. . .. ... .. 
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The assault on the morality of deterrence has intensified, even if it is still in 
its i nf ancy. The most cogent treat i se has been tt!~ the Catho 1 i c 6i stwps., ttut 
even they have not yet taken the full step from tJleory and doctripe to 
practice and alternatives. 

Before addressing these moral aspects, Chapter II w111 fJddress some of 
the specific operational dilemmas in the context of the U.s. and Soviet Union 
8S the prime players in the deterrence process; 
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CHAPTER II 

OPERAT I ONAl D I lEt'lt'lAS 

Toda~'s debates in the 'West about deterrence and the attendant nuclear 
'" 

strategy appear to be brought about by the 1970's change in the militEJry 
balance of power between the United States and the Soviet Union, especially 
in the nuclear area. This change in the balance resulting in a decrease in the 
relative strength of the 'West has brought with it a fear of intensified Soviet 
aggression and pressure on the 'West and an increased fear of nuclear war. No 
one knows the risks of nuclear war; statistics are of little help.: find 
estimating the risk is fraught with danger. Amos Tversky caught the mood of 
the debates in a 6 December 1983 New 'York Times article. "People have no 
sensible mental model for deallng with very improbable events, so they either 
ignore them entirely and assume they will not happen .. or, if forced to 
consider them, grossly overestimate their llkellhood."g 

It is very hard to evaluate general deterrence as has existed bebveen the 
United States and the Soviet Union with regard to aggression against \H8stern 
Europe. Have the Sovi ets been deterred for these last f our decades or have 
they not hod the intent to toke Europe? If they have been deterred, "Nhat ha::; 
deterred them? U.S. nuclear threat, U.S.-NATO nuclear capability, U.S.-NATO 
conventional military capability, or something else? In the case of Europe, 
"successful deterr~nce is very much more than just a matter of having a 
favorable military balance and very much a matter of the nature and extent of 
ties between the defender state and the state it wishes to protect."l 0 ~;jnce 
deterrence is a function of both political and military considerations, 
deciSion-makers must weigh the perceived political consequences of rnilito'8 
action as wen as the military risks and costs. If the combination of costs 
and risks is very high, deterrence will likely succeed. (Keep in mind however 
that sometimes, as we have seen, even the risks may be perceived to tie 
preferable to the status QUo.) If a strategy is to deter, it must be credible. 
Both sides must believe that if deterrence were to fail. the U.S. would 
actually operate it~. f"r~e..s if) occArdQOc~ .wUb tJ'le.stralegy and both sides 
must believe that:s~ct"L:06er~;'i~~ Wquld·6e l;kel~ td OCbieve U.S. wartime 

•• •• •• • ••• ••• ••• •• ••• • ••• ••• •• • •• ••• •• 
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goals,ll A number of the confusions and criticisms surrounding the US, 
polley of deterrence·center on U.S. strategy, its forces, and its capability to 
achieve vY'artime goals. There is confusion on what the U.S. strategy is and 
how it has evolved. There is criticism on ho'.ht much and v-that type of 
capabil ity is requi red to carry out the strategy. And there is debate about the 
overall morality of the strategy. 

In 1968 in Gulliver's Troubles, Stanley Hoffman suggested that "American 
national style is characterized, on the one hand, by commitments to very 
broad principles of ambiguous character and, on the other, by an 'engineering 

~-approach' to problems that emphasizes technique and technology.,,12 But 
strategiC decision can't follow the laws of mechanics because risk, 
misperception and miscalculation are subjecti ..... e phenomena. 

If there is confusion on what the U.S. strategy Is, Secretary of Defense 
Weinberger tries to dispel it in his 1986 Annual Report. U.S. defense strategy 
is to deter aggression and cQercion against U.s. allies, friends, anlj ..... ital 
interests. He conti nues stati ng that if deterrence shoul d f ail, the US. 
strategy would be to seek the earliest· termination of connict on terms 
favorable to the U.S., our allies and our national security objectives; while at 
the same time seeking to 'limit the scope and intensity of the conflict. 13 

Deterrence according to the Secretary is the core of U.S. strategy. 

"Such interrelated factors as U.S.-Soviet relations, relative strengths of 
major nations, global military balance, and current regional military 
situations must be considered in t~le formulation of strat.egy f.lrllj HIe 
development of forces to support it.. U.s. military strategy anlj force levels 
must be adequate to confront a wide range of challenges from low int,ensit!d 
conflict to threats involving modern conventional and nuclear forces.',14 

The military sources of deterrence include effective defenses, the threat 
of escalation, and the threat of retaliation. The credibility of deterrence then 
is a function of having and being perceived to have the military capability to 
execute these effectively. That is another way of saying that the atdlity 
must exist to remove all incentives for direct attack against the United 
States and its allies by ensuring any ettacker an unacceptable outcome. 

•• •••• •• •• •••• ••• • ••• •• •• •• ••• • •• ••• ••• •• •• ••• • ••• • • • •• .. . .. " ... . . .. . . . ... 
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These quotes from the Secretary and from the Organi ZEIt i on of Hie .Joi nt 
Chiefs of Staff clearly highlight Oie key elements of detetTence as seen b!d 
the U.S. government. It is an extended deterrence which meems American 
protection 1S extended over friends and allies and is not llrnited to preventing 
attacks against the United States. Response will be flexible, and the 
potential outcome of a conflict will be unlJcceptable to the eJUacker. 
Deterrence involves conventional as well as nuclear capability, and globel 
military balance is i mportant. Although these concepts appear reI at i ve I y 
straightforward .. they leave a lot to the imagination and are open to 
interpretation in almost every respect, especially with regard to nuclear 
strategy. 

Declaratory poncy (public statements made by authorized go'./ernment 
officials about how nuclear weapons would be used) is often misleading due 
to oversimplificotion or 0 reluctance to discuss politically sensitive aspects 
of employment po 11 cy. These aspects may be sensitive domesti ca llid or 
internationally. Employment policy, on the other hard .. is the Elctual policy 
governing the use of nuclear weapons, the type of targets that are to tIe 
attacked, under what ci rcumstances, and wi th what confi dence of success. 1 

In discussing the historic elements of U.S. strategiC nuclear policy, 
Desmond Ball subdivides it into several facets which are not all consistent 
with each other. 

a. Declaratory Policy includes annual reports, public debate f"j3t.ionflle 
and budget decisions which mayor may not resemble closely hO"N 
the U.S. woul d act in crt s1 s and war. 

b. Force DeveloQment Policy instructs deciSions on the size and 
Capability of ICBMs and basing modes, requirements for strategic 
bombers, and the size and characterisitics of the SLBM force. 

c. QQerational Policy determines such things as alert rates of missiles 
and patrol practices of submari nes. 

d. Force EmQloyment Pollcy (action policy) defines how we would 
actually use Qtlf fce-ces i~ the-everrt Of:an-exctliltTgo. _-: 
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e. Arms Control Policy defines H'le ot'jectives as to the character of 
the balance bei ng sought, -the capabil it i es of U.s. forces reql.!i red and 
provides guidance for t~e development of bargaining chips.1 b 

Thls somewhat artificial cataloguing of policies helps us understand 'Y·tt-IY 
we are operating w)ljer what appears, in many cases, to be contnlljictory 
pol1cies and leads Ball to conclude, "If strategic discourse were to pay 
appropriate attention to trle nuclear weapons employment aspect of US. 
strategic policy as opposed to the misleading and increasingly sterile detlates 
about declaratory policy then there would be a number of interesting and 
important issues which could well be addressed.,,17 However, even Hlis 
suggestion doesn't bring us to a singular thread in U.S. nuclear policy. Aaron 
Fri edberg succi nct I y summari zes the development of U.S. doctri ne: 

"U.S. strategic doctrine, such as it is, has always contained t'vvo 
different strands. One is 'assured destructionist' in coloration and 
exphas1zes the importance of the countervalue deterrent., trle dangers 
of regarding nuclear forces as ordinary weapons of war, the risks of 
threatening the enemy's nuclear capabilities., the value of stability and 
th~ necessity for 'i ndi ces' of suffi c1 ency. The other ~;trand is more 
traditional, arising as it does from some universal and time-honored 
principles of military action. It focuses on war outcome, on the 
importance of" preparing to achieve sensitlle objectives should 
deterrence fail and therefore on the necessity for def eat i ng the enemy 
by denyi ng hi m hi S objectives and destroyi ng hi s wi 11 1 ngness and 
abi I 1 ty to wage war. ,,18 

Sometimes these strains have come into open conflict. In certain .areas 
and times l one or the other has clearly been dominant; but they have often 
just coexisted with one another. From McNamara in 1962, through 
Schlesinger in 1974 and President Carter's PD-59 in ,July 19801 the empt-,asis 
and description of U.S. strategiC policy has been counterforce. The Reagan 
StrategiC Modernization Program seems to indicate an even heavier reliance 
on a counterforce strategy. Ball maintains that war plans have ahvays 
included a wide range of target.s including mllitary forces) st.ockpiles, bases,' 
installations l economic and industrial centers, political and administrative 
centers, and (after. ~:9S~ povtet 'llJe1 ear toe-ce~ J1e ~~o ."otes that even vvi tr, 
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great changes in a ..... owed U.S. stragetic polic li and tarqetin,' doctrines. tJle~;e .. tI , .... .j . 

genera I cMegori es have been remarkably resil i ent. 1 :J 

Aaron Friedberg further summarizes U.S. targeting strategy: 

..... between the end of World Ir/ar II and the first years of the fifties, the 
United States did not explicitly target Soviet military installations 
with its nuclear forces. (Although the targeting of urban industrial 
areas during this period was intended to have an immediat.e effect on 
t.he war on the ground.) From the early sixties to the present (1980) 
Soviet military forces, and especially their nuclear t.hreat forces have 
apparently made up a majority of the deSignated targets against which 
American strategiC weapons would be used in the event of war.',20 

U.S. strategiC policy as defined by PO-59 (and as is continued tly President 
Reagan) is not revolutionary but, is rather, as Harold Brown noted in his 
remarks at the Naval War College on 20Augllst 1980, "a natural evolution of 
the conceptual foundations bunt over the course of a generation." ... 

Even this cursory review of U.S. nuclear strategy helps dispel the myths 
trlat U.S. policy is strictly one massive retaliation or as~;ured destruction or 
that there is no coherent strategy. The U.S. has always had a nuclear 
strategy, i.e. a set of objectives, however crudely defined, and en 
accompanying plan containing detailed target and employment requirernents. 
The Question of what to do if deterrence fails has received a gr-eat deal of 
attention for a very long time, even if it has not tleen discussed in 
"declaratory policy." 

Even though our nuclear strategy does e~<ist, the elimination of the 
confusion about it. which in turn might reduce the confusion atlout the role it 
plays in our overall deterrent strategy, is not a Simple task. The problem is 
reflected in one of the dilemmas facing the political and military leadersrlip. 
The closer the declaratory policy approximates and e>c:poses the employment 
policy (and the other subcategories. such as force development and 
operational pOlicy) the less successful the strategy will be. To ma~<imize its 
own leverage and protection. the SOViets would develop counter measures to 
minImize the effecti''''~o~s.s atld .th~cefpre. t~esred.ibiJHY Q! the policy. On the 
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other hand, a major disp~'-it~·~let\ve·E!ri cre~lUatCli-y fma ernp'clyrrlent policy iJl~;o 
risks a 10$s of credibility. Types and capabilities of individual wefjpon~; 

systems. and the selected combination of weapons by their very existence 
limit and, to some extent, announce the policy being followed. A declaratory 
policy of second strike counterforce is not credible if the deterring arsenal i~; 

made up of vul nerab 1 e, very large weapons with a Questi onab 1 e capatti 1 ity for 
command and control. From the military perspective EI disparity of weepon::: 
capabilities and policy could force plans Elnd tactics thot are incorrect .. 
inappropriate, and likely ineffective. There has always been some disjunction 
bet ween employment pol i cy and force structure, but the amount acc:eptatd e 
has probably decreased with the loss of U.S. strategiC: superiority. Today .. 
cons; stency and effi C1 ency reQui re increased correspondence bet ween 
dec 1 aratory, employment, operational., force development.. and arrns control 
policies. As Ball says, "Failure to effect a sensitive and mutual1!d responsive 
relationship between target planning and strategic policymaking risks 
incredible declaratory statements and inefficient 'tlar Plans.',21 The history 
of the development of U.S. strategic policy and targeting strategy indicates 
that there is a growing appreciation of this relationship. The same history 
also reminds us of the internal bureaucratic and flscal aspects of strat.egy 
development which further comphcate the sending of coherent signals to the 
Soviets.22 (Logically, strategy is driven by objectives and in turn stretegy 
drives the reQui rement for capabll it i es. But 1 ogi c does not al ways prevai 1. 
L1mited resources force the development of limited capabllities; and, some 
ob j ect i ves are consi dered so i rnportant that they di rect 1 y dri ve H-Ie 
development of a capability without ever going through the strategy stage.) 

However coherent the strategy, the credi bil1ty of deterrence is extremely 
dependent on the abil i ty to carry out the strategy; and as opponents tl9come 
more equal in mil11ary power, deterrence is based rnore and more upon resolve 
and will. The political leaders' resolve and will can be demonstrated in part 
by the resources tied up in backing up the strategic pollcy. In March 19135 
Secretary Weinberger reaffirmed the trlree major elements that the 1983 
Scowcroft Commission determined effective deterrence today to require: 

1) Holding at risk those mll11ary, political and economiC assets which the 
Soviet leadership have given every indication by their actions they value most 
and whi ch consi stl\f..\t t~i r: t0ctl ~ .oj. ~o.w€r:afl(Jt(·pr~tor.o~:: •• : 
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2) Creating a stable strategic tlijlance by eliminating unilateral Soviet. 
advantages eJnd evolving to increasingly surviveJtde deterrent forc8s.:· end 

3) Maintaining a modern effective Strategic Triad by strengthening each of 
its legs and emphasizing secure and survivable command.. cont.rol emd 
communi cat ions. 23 

In addition to the essential targeting requirements which corne from tJI8S8 

"principles of deterrence,,,24 the Secretary believes the U.S. (or deterrer) 
must be able to control escalation. This means that the forces and targeting 
must combine to provide a capability to respond to an adversary's initiated 
confl i ct ina way that deni es hi m the motive and advantage of esca 1 at i on. I n a 
further policy statement Mr. 'weinberger adds, "We must have sufficient 
forces to make certain that the Soviets understand clearly that "Ive can and 
wi 11 deny them thei r objectives at any I eve 1 of confl i ct they rni ght 
contemp 1 ate." 25 

At this point we can recognize three adljit lonal dnemmas: 

1) In order to ensure deterrence we need to think about and plan against 
possible failures of deterrence; 

2) The stronger we make the capatJi lity of the military forces backing our 
deterrent strategy, the stronger the fear on the part of the Sovi ets that our 
strategy is one of first strike rather than deterrence; and 

, 

3) A paradox caused by the relationship of extended Ijeterrence 8rllj 

escelation control is articulated by Richard Smoke, "At one level, t.he 
enormous growth of U.S. and Western military capabiliUes might seem to be 
cause for placing considerable confidence in the West's abilHy to employ 
strategies of extended deterrence ... Ho\·vever, many of the developments ... also 
tend to undercut such confidence in important respects. The intertwining of 
extended deterrence and escalation dynamics leaves the credibility of the 
deterent threat at least partially dependent upon the threatener's ability-or 

to be exact, hi s Qer~~i ~~.d ,bllj tu-tP. m~"a.g~ tJl~ e~calol i o[l.process.,,26 
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Planning for the possible failure of deterrence is not only prudent. 

militarily, it is necessary to make deterrence credible. Det.errence and t.he 
capability for Vv'ar fighting (not \Nar winning) are but byo sides of t.he same 
coin. Confusion in this area is .. perhaps, the most prevalent misconception 
about our deterrent strategy. The bel i ef that t.hi nki ng about and i ntroduci ng 
more accurate, limited weapons with better plans for contingencies is CI shift 
away from deterrence is incorrect. As Quinlan said, the "deterrent effect of 
\NeapOns and plans is not something separate from and independent of their 
capability for actual use; deterrence operates precisely through capability for 
actual use.',27 Weapons that are unusable are not credittle, y. ... eapons that are 
difficult to use are less credible, the lack of meaningful plans creates tt-Ie 
perception of a lack of serious wil1. Perhaps Mark Twain descritled ttli~; 

aspect of deterrence Quite well years ago: 

"The other day two bulldogs met. They circled snarling and growlin!l 
Both were bluffing, so nothing t1appened. And they were about to walk 
off when one of them opened his mouUI. He had no teeth. So the other 
dog tore hi m to pi eces.',28 

The deci s1 on about the si 2e J shape, and sharpness of the teeth reQui red is 
the heart of the first two dilemmas. Military consideratiom; have alv.;ays 
played a role in influencing the political military leaders of the Soviet Union 
and the United States. Sam HunUngton sees military forces contributing to 
deterrence in three ways. They deter by being in place, thereby increasing 
the uncertainties and potenU81 costs to the aggressor. They deter by being 
in place and possibly effecting a successful defense, theret,y causing a 
possible defeat of the enemy. Finally, they deter by threatening retaliation 
against assets highly valued by the aggressor.29 All elements must tIe 
present. A Qurely defensive strategy is an inherently 'y'y'eaker deterrent than 

_ one which threatens (or promises) retaliation. Unfortunately strategies and 
forces designed for deterrence are not necessarily as well suited to defense. 
When we think about deterrence purSUed lhrough the capability to deny the 
enemy, we are typically thinking about conventional land, sea, and air forces. 
When we thi nk about deterrence pursued through the capabi 1 i ty to puni sh the 
enemy, we are typica11y thinking strategiC nuclear forces whether massive 
or limlted. In addressing extended deterrence, Huntington concludes that a 
purely conventionrttiJe{in~e i~ ~tt8·some:o; -d'iterrenCi? :vVithout retaliation. 

•• ••• ••• • • •• • • • ••• .. .. .. . ~.. ... ... 
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esU mate the cost needed to defeat the enemy forces and to echi eve hi s 
objective. If the nuclear retaliation threat is also present, the attacker's 
uncertainty and risk are greatly increased.30 Unfortunately, the Ijistinction 
bet ween deni a I and puni shment is muddi ed some'v'v'hat v,then speaki ng so 1 ely of 
the nuclear deterrent. Countercity or countervalue weapons are easily 
categorized as punishment, though they may, of course be effective 
counterforce weapons as 'y'v'ell. Counterforce weapons may be used for either 
denial or punishment. The distinction must be made based on targeting 
practices, employment plans, and operational pollcies. This, then, returns us 
to the earlier discussed dilemma of declaratory policy and its relationship 
with force development, employment, and operational pOlicies and its use as 
a s1 gnal to the Sov1 ets. 

secretary Il'teinberger has used declaratory pollcy to define the nuclear 
weapon arsenal that he feels meets the needs for both denial and punishment, 
while providing the survivability and redundancy to demonstrate a 
retaliatory rather than a first strike posture . 

..... the concept of a strategic triad provides an indispensable element of 
deterrence. The combined effect of having three complementary legs 
complicates Soviet attack planning and any efforts to prevent U.S. 
retaliation. The existence of the three legs provldes, in addition, an 
important hedge against the possibility that a single Soviet. 
technological breakthrough could threaten our overall deterrent 
capabllity. By maintaining a triad of forces, we compel the Soviet 
Union to disperse its resources against three components, preventing 
it from concentrating its considerable resources on defeating only one 
or two U.S. strategic systems. The strengths of each triad leg not. only 
complement the strengths of the other two but also compensate for 
their weaknesses. To deter successfully all types of nuclear attack, 
our forces as a whole must possess a number of characteristics and 
capabilities -- including survivability, prompt response, endurance, 
mission flexibility, and sufficient accuracy and warhead yield -- to 
retaliate against hardened Soviet mil1tary targets. No single weapon 
system can i ncorporate all of these capabil it 1 es. Submari nes are 1 ess 
vulnerable but tbe1L.ar.e difticyLt tQ ~o.rT1J1ll.lniecat~.w~~h at times, and 
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currently their missiles are less accurate. Bombers eire elccurate and .... 

retrievable) but they ore much slower. ICBMs are ea~;ier to cor-nnland 
and provide a Quicker response) tlut they are more vulveratlle theln 
submarines. The three system~; together can incorporate all of the 
elements necessary to deter any type of nuclear attack. Thus., t.he key 
advantage of the triad is that is provides an important measure of 
strategi~ stabi 1 i ty.',31 

Deterrence is a game of strategi c interaction in vvhi ch each opponent 
assesses costs and benefits based on expectations regarding the likely 
behavior of the other. The day of the U.S. monopoly or oven,vhelming 
superiority in nuclear weapons came to an end in the 1970s. Soviet gains in 
both strategic and conventional capabilities have increased so much more 
rapidly than those of the West that the credibility of the West's deterrent 
capability could soon come into Question. The balance of military capabilities 
is important. It is important to the attacker in assessing his ability to 
attack and fight and in estimating the defender's probability t.o fight.. The 
perception of a relative military advantage could also have political 
advantages in peacetime and in crisiS situations. Brent ScolNcroft maintains) 
"If comparative military. trends were to paint to their (Soviets) becoming 
superior to the West in each of a number of military areas, they might 
consider themselves able to raise the risks in a crisis in a manner that could 
not be matched.',32 

Prest dent Reagan's Strat~~~ ~ Moderni zati on Program when combi ned with 
the pollcy statements offered by the President himself, the Secretary of 
Defense and government spokesmen such as the Scowcroft Commission) draw 
closer togeUler force development and declaratory policies. 'The 
Modernization Program emphasizes the capabilities required of the strateqic .... . 
forces for a U.S. polley to deny Soviet Objectives, to provide fle~·~jtlle 

response, and to demonstrate the endurance necessary for retaliation rather 
than dependence on a first str1ke.33 A polley that doesn't possess trle 
mll1tary forces wHh the capability to enforce 1t 1s hollow and not credible to 
us, to our all1es, or to our adversar1es. Vet a posture that is perceived by the . ~ 

U.S. as a retaliatory deterrent but is viewed by the Soviet Union as a 
. provocative threat 1s especially dangerous. Whether the capabilities 
supporting the d~t~f1't!1~ P~1~y: ·~e~ht):.t~mlit,. ·~r··li-crJOke attack is very 
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dependent on political factors and on the nature of the Soviet moth,les and 
beliefs. As we have seen, uncertainty may not pro~libit n,e attacker if he 
perceives em intoleratrle cost 'of not BttBcking; but, "a nuclear threat i~; the 
best hedge against uncertainty atlout Soviet motives because it raises n,e 
risks that counter f10scow's percei ved costs of not. goi ng to vvar.',34 

Deterrence is, in the end, a matter of national \Nill and resolve, a matter 
of political relationships, and a matter of perceptions. The military 
capabilities of bot.h sides are important but. are only one aspect.. Betts sees 
t.he essential problems for the U.S. strategy lying in unchangeable geography 
and only marginally alterable politics. Geography makes the U.S.' homeland 
more secure than t.he U.S.S.R. but reverses the adv·ant.age where defense of 

- 7t:: 

allies and conflict in crucial third areas are concerned.~)-I E~,:tended 

deterrence, is more likely to be effective when the defender's visible and 
symbolic stake in his protege is great. Economic linkage, arr-ns transfet- and 
local military capabilities are malar players in increasing tt-Ie likelihood of "" . "" .... 

successful deterrence. The credi bil ity of extended deterrence is not tlased on 
detailS of forces or doctrine tlut on the basiC recognition tt1at America 

"-

extends its nuclear commitment to Europe because the independence of 
Western Europe from Soviet dominance is essential to U'le independence of t~le 
U.S.36 Soviet behavior is most likely to continue to be determined by 
particular stakes and potential costs which will be colored by tl'teir 
perception of the balance of nuclear weaponry, their views of armed conflict 
in general., and especially their acceptability (or lack of) of nuclear 'war as ijn 
instrument of policy. 

Some of the theoretical and practical dilemmas involved in deterrence 
have been addressed, and it appears the U.s. deterrent pol i cy has ijCCep(ed the 
challenge to remain dynamic. Both policy and the capabilities aSSOCiated 
with those pollcies have changed with the political times and wiHt the 
increased Soviet capabflities. The U.s. continues to attempt to come to grips 
with the interrelated paradoxes of the nuclear age: 1) Because of U'le 
destructiveness of nuclear weapons, a nuclear war seems implausible; but 
many believe it is likely or fairly likely. 2) The nuclear powers command 
unprecedented destructive power, but they can't use that power. 3) It is not 
meaningful (in the.1r~~jtlonaJ ~en.s.e) t~ iP~fJ.~.of ;¥iCltljng.{I nuclear war.37 
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Deterrence is on uncomf ortetd e stretegy. l'lanegernent of the 88CB 1 Elt ion 
process appeers to remain 0 very week llnk in deterrence as pract icelj torjay. 
Tight controls over weapons .. improved cornrnand and control sY8tern::; anrj 
procedures, alliance and U.S. contingency plans are all attempts to strengU-len 
the control of escalation. The Question of what happens if deterrence fail::; 
remains important for the intellectual cohesion and credibility of our nuclear 
strategy. It is also a Question that, in the 'west, is increasingly treated in 
terms of religious morallty. Though posing theoretical and not operati{rnal 
problems for the decision makers -- yet, H-Ie moral dilernmos essociated 'Nitl-I 
nuclear warfare and also app1icable to nuclear deterrence, t"r1a!d pose an e''1'en 
greater threat to continued folth in deterrence es a strategy . 

•• ••• • • • •• •• • • ••• • ••• •• 
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CHAPTER III 

t'tORAL D I LH1t'lAS 

"The nuclear age is en ere of moral as well as physical danger. We are the 
first generation since Genesis with the power to virtually Ijestro~d God's 
creat i on. 'we cannot remei n s11 ent 1 n the f ace of such danger. Vve ar-e S1 rnp 1 ~d 
trying to live up to the call of Jesus to be peacemakers in our t irne anlj 
sltuati on.',38 v/lth these words the Catho lie bi shops entered seri ous 1 y, for 
the first time, into the. nuclear debate. The bishops believe that the dangers 
and dynamics of the nuclear arms race present qualitatively ne'N problems 
~'t'hich must be addressed by fresh applications of traditional moral 
pri nct p 1 es. 

Fear about the bomb is a sometimes thing. Most people know' that nuclear 
weapons are a problem just Hke they know that oil is running out and t.hat the 
burning of fossil fuels may be heating up the earth; just like they kno'w that 
midwest farmland is losing tons of topsoil per acre per year and t.hat acid 
rain is poisoning our lakes. All of these promise doom, and nuclear weapons 
are often p~aced in the pile of things we can't do anything about.39 Admiral 
James Watkins reHerates trlis same thought. "We, as Americans, have been 
reluctant to look at difficult questions about nuclear weapons and national 
defense. It was easier to 'not think' the 'unthinkable' than to intellectuallw 
deal with our questions about national defense in the nuclear age.,,40 ~ 

Perhaps the timing of the contemporary debate is tied to Ule 8warenes:s of 
the end of American strategiC superiorHy combined wHti, what some have 
called, the "cavalier" attitude of some high U.S. government officials 
regarding nuclear issues. The nuclear debate crosses over all lines: political .. 
organizational, profeSSional, and ideological. Since the debate deals with the 
rights of people and the relaUonship of people to government, ttie enUre 
spectrum of defense and strategiC deterrence is being placed under public 
scrutiny with a fervor rarely experienced. Public concern is best described as 
a disagreement a~t.J.!l~ be!t:w.B~ \1).pr:e~eflot:a.~lJc-1~r. ~ar. In any case, the 
moral questions :a!s~ t!Y ta~C!etw: *.e.a~~~s nfJ~d:to.&e:t~ought through from 
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The dl1emma to be addressed is that the moral result of avoiding nuclear 
war was achieved through the auspices of certain (maybe morally 
quest i oneD 1 e) type of weapons. The central pol i U ca 1 dil emma we di scussed 
earlier, that is, to ensure deterrence we need to think about and plan against 
Dossi b 1 e fail ures of deterrence, has al so strai ned our moral concepti ons. "1ay 
we resort to nuclear warfare under any circumstances? May we threaten to 
do what we may not do? May we possess what we may not use? Trle Frenc:f"1 
Catholic bishops, the Lutheran Church in America, the Episcopal Church and 
the U.S. Catholic bishops have all addressed the dilemma. The Pastoral Letter 
of the Catholic bishops provides by far the most in-depth analysis of the 
problem, and they admit they have not solved the problem but have only sherj 
light on it. The Catholic bishops generally appear to echo what the 
Protestants have said.41 They, in the letter, feellhe strong tug betvveen the 
schools of pacifism and those holding to the just war theory. The movement 
through several drafts show' the difficulties the bishops encountered: 
philosophical, moral, bureaucratic, and· realistic-political. The final draft 
published in the Spring of 1983 leaned much farther toward the just "lair side 
than tbey di din the earti er drafts. L1 ke any pri maril y theoret i ca l, 
philosophical analysis, there are a number of criticisms of the Bishops' 
methods and conclusions as "Nell as a great deal of praise for providing an 
analytic look that is filled with realistic reflections as v'/'ell as utopian 
yearnings. 

The Catholic bishops begin their letter with a discussion of "peace" "Nhich 
has a long and complex tradition in Catholic thought. Through history. peace 
has had a numbE:r of different meanings: the individual's sense of "Nell-being 
or security, the cessation of armed· hostility, the right relationship with God., 
and eschatological peace which is the final realization of God's salvation. In 
the Old Testament peace was seen as a gift from God; in the New Testament 
war and peace are seen in the context of the reign of God which Christ 
proclaimed and inaugurated. Peace is possible, but never assured; its 
possibility must be continually protected and preserved. Peace is seen not as 
an end in itself, but as an indispensable condition for the task of creating a 
more human worlt1: f.ar: ~11 l!lE!n.~~e.rolJW1l~r@~: p'!!~oo:i~·the setting ~!"' ¥lhlCh 
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foundation for peace,'" ':··a~8. tMs:J_~~ :t,"I.I~g.le to~ .iu~;t.,~.'? :1l'ay iJt times 
threaten certain forms of peace. In the \'vords of the Pastoral Constitution of 
Vatican II: 

"Certainly Ilv'ar- has not been ClJotelj out of human ijff;:lirs. As lonq iJ:3 the 
danger ot- \'var remains and there is not competent and ::;ufrlcient1!d 
pO'h'erful aut.hority at the international level, governments cannot tIe 
denied the right to legi Umate defense once every means of peaceful 
sentiment has been e:X:haust.ed. Therefore, government authorities and 
ot.hers 'Nho share pubHc responsibility have t.he duty to protect the 
welfare of t.he people entrusted to their cause and to conduct such 

. grave matters soberl y.',43 

But, the Pastoral continues, ... "Nor does the posses~;ion of Yv'ar potential rni3ke 
2''I'8ry military or- political use of it laWfUl.,,44 In consoni~nce with tJlis, tJ!8 

bishops maintain ttlat tt-Ie Christian must Ijefend peace .. properly unlj8t-::;tocllj. 
against aggression.: it is trle tlovv' of Ijeferlljing peace that offers tI,e rnoraj 
options. 

Within Catrlolic tradition certain moral principles provide quiljance for 
public policy as well iJ::; for in,jividual choice. Particularly appropriate t,ere 
is the Church's teaching on just 'war criteria. Fr-ancis \/V'inters notes that Jw::t 
"Nar theory attempts to reconcile hvo appat-ently conf1ictin!~ hurnan ti'Jt-!t::;: 
the right to a Just political order- arllj trle ri!~l1t to life. It. i:3 "a pt-dlosoprllCi:ll 
sheatrl for the sword to protect the sacredness of life.',45 The application of 
just war criteria entails consideration of sociological .. economic., political., 
and military as well as moral questions. ,Just war criteria are di'· ... ideEi into 
two categories: .. /lIs· odlildllllrJ -justifiability of resorting to war., and .. ii'/s: in 
belJo- the morally permissible conduct in fighting a war . 

.. /llS· ad l,aJJtl!1z' There are seven basic rules in initiaUng a just war: 

1. ~Iust cause: The confrontation must be real and there must tie certain 
danger. It is doubtful that a war of retribution today would fit into this 
criterion. 
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2. Competent authon'-~ :rho~e order:UlQ ~le w.are r!~Jsf~ tl€lt tho~e responSl ttl e 
• • • -. • • • •• ..'- • .: • • ••••• 0 

for the publlC order. (R~\'olotTontJr!!yrO'U"s·I'Ose-an-Hi!ter~~']('~~lestlOn here.) 

3. Comparative justice: The riQhts and values at stake must tIe critical . ~ 

enough to override the presumption against wor; ond limited means must tIe 
used to pursue the objective. 

4. Right intention: Intentions must be in occordance with the just war 
criterio and not for enslovement, genocide .. etc .. 

5. Lost resort: All peaceful alternatives must have been exhausted. 

6. Probobility of success: This is very hard to apply and is an attempt to 
prevent an irrational resort to force and disproportionote or futile outcomes. 

7. Proportionolity: The damage inflicted and the costs incurred must be 
proportionote to the good expected. 

LitiS in bello: The criterio here ewe closely tied wi th the ideas of 
proport i onal ity and di scri mi nat i on. There is uneQui I/oca 1 condemnation of 
indiscriminate destruction of entire cities. Consideration of possible harm .. 
the dangers of error and miscalculation, accidents, etc. are important as well. 

Using a basic presumption that war is to be aVOided, the application of the 
just war criteria, and the belief that the possibilities of political or moral 
limits on nuclear war are e~<tremely minimal, the bishops basically conclude 
that the moral task is prevention of nuclear war. 

With regard to the use of nuclear weapons, the major problems arise in 
conjunction with discrimination and proportionality. Counter-population 
warfare is unacceptable under any circumstances, even in retaliation. The 
initiation of nuclear war and the conduct of limited nuclear war are also 
condemned because of the overwhelming Hkelihood of escalation, uncertainty 
about discrimination in targeting, and uncertain long term effects. 

The bishops recognize that deterrence has become the centerpiece of U.S. 
strategy ond thot. i~ar~ ~as ~e~n •• 4Jb.9\oa~tto~<toQtinI!J4lY.iotl U.S. oction policy in 
spite of the cha~E!S 11 ~c~r!t~r~ ~{JJi~tIi P~Pf ~or.rt ~ail II said, "In current 
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conditions 'deterrence' t;Jieror;btJllJnc~J't:et4.ait'~'iat' tJ~ i:tl' eQd:in itself, tlut . .. .. . ...... .. . 
as a step on the way towar~·a pto~t!s~i~e·~istJtmtlrnent·, m~y·~{il1 tie jUljgelj 
morally acceptable. Nonetheless., in order to ensure peace, it is indisperr:;itde 
not to tie satisfied with this rninimum, which is ahvays susceptitrle to tJI8 

real danger of exPlosion.',46 The bishops show a great. deal of concern about 
the specifics of targeting doctrine and plans which llyn 1 impact on civilian 
casualties and about the relationships of deterrent strategy and warfighting 
capability to the llkelihood that 'Nar will, in fact, be prevented. Not all forms 
of deterrence are morally acceptable. For example., direct t.argeting of 
innocent civilian populations is not acceptable. Using t.he criteria of 
proportionality, even the written assurances from Secretary V1einberger and 
then National Security Advisor William Clark that the U.S. will not use t.he 
'Neapons for the purpose of dest.roying populations, don't. satisfy the problem 
caused by indirect, unintended but massive civilian causa1t.ies. The bishops 
don't believe that nuclear war could be subject to precise rational and moral 
limits. Thus, the stressi ng of yvarfi ghtl ng capabi 1 i ti es and perhaps even 
extended deterrence are not preferred because, the bishop~; believe, they are 
destabilizing concepts which increase the likelihood of war. The bishops 
be 11 eve that nuclear deterrence shoul d be a step toward progressi ve 
disarmament and has in itself a limited role. Deterrence is· grudgingly 
accepted as an unpleasant i nteri m measure. They are prof oundl y skepti ca 1 
about the moral acceptability of any use of nuclear weapons. The bishops 
move back to generalities in proposing steps in the building of peace. There 
must be accelerated work for arms control, reduction and disarmament. 
There must be continued insistence on efforts to minimize t.he risk of any 'Nar 
along with efforts to develop non-violent means of conflict resolution. A 
peaceful worl d must be shaped based on the concepti on of the human f emil y. 
The international focus needs to be on problems requiring common efforts 
across the ideological divide. 

When treating in the details of deterrence, the bishops may have 
succumbed to the temptation to be certain where we can't be certain. Perhaps 
they also overestimated the weight of abstract prinCiples in concrete actions. 
We must be very wary of the reliability of any estimates of the risks of 
future military actions which have no historical precedents such as the 
bishops' assumption that t.he danger of nuclear escalation is an "unacceptable 
moral risk." •• : •• :: :: •••••• :: •• : ••••• : •• : 
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The bishops' letter :t!Oi~~~; ·(/fIe: cOri!sfitltrSt.~~s: are tttEt·rnQr~l issue verq . .. : . .. . . ... ... .. ~ 

clearly and powerfully,:b~Jt:£IJJ~~·nft q~~~ d4fin~i~lE% em:\"ters:trl most of the .. ~. ... .. .. . ..... 
quest ions. They are searclii ng for an autlient i c peace that exi st s \·vi trwut 
fear; not Just a cessation of war .. not just a countertlalance and stalemate of 
mi 1 i tary power . 

• John Langan sees a fundamental problem in the document in that there IJre 
"at least three different realms of discourse which offer overlapping. anSY'lers 
to a si ngl e pract i ca 1 question of what we shoul d do with nuclear weapons. 
The realms [moral-religious .. technical-strategic, and political] start witrl 
different assumptions, utilize different concepts, are employed by Ijifferent 
experts, and are addressed to different audiences. All too often the~ also 

"-

reach different and conflicting conclusions, though this is more often tJle 
4 ...... result of divisions within discipllnes than of divisions among disciplines." " 

Without getting deeply into the pt1ilosophical arllj tt,eological questions 
involved in ends versus means, intentional and unintentional consequences of 
action, intent and potenUality versus action.. Susan Okin proviljes a 
perceptive, provocative and, I believe, fairly accurate analysis of t.he tlistl0PS' 
let ter through the answeri ng of four quest ions: 

1. Does the bi shops' condit i ona 1 moral acceptance of Ijeterrence f (I 11 0\"( 

from the premises and arguments? NO. The just. war premises and the 
evidence and logic drive strongly toward nuclear pacifist conclusions. (Tt",ere 
is a problem of accepting the moral equivalence of intention anlj action thus 
downgrading consequentiallsm. If an act is immoral-- due proportionality or 
di scrt mi nat ion -- there can be no pertinent argument about the consequences 
of the act. or the threat of the act. Ttle only way to arrive at a conditional 
approval of deterrence is t.o approve certain Ilses in certain Circumstances. 
Then only the deterrent threats tied to those uses would be acceptable.) 

2. Do their arguments justify the specific deterrent policies practiced by 
the U.S.? NO. U.S. pollcy far exceeds the limits of what is conditionally 
morally acceptable to the bishops due to likely massive civilian damage 
which fails both the proportionality and discrimination criteria. 

3. Can the conpjtiOtlS. the.y .plQce D!l Jj~te((ente Aa rrv;t in the real world? 
•• •• ••• • •• ••• ••• •• •• ••• • ••• • • • •• •• ••• ••• • • •• • • • ••• •• •• •• • ••• ••• ••• •• ••• • ••• ••• •• • •• ••• •• 
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NO. The td ~;hops dernand:tl ~~terreflt: str:rt.,-egy:that ,!n~~<l n:l ~s ;Uttlll t~d and l~; 
cornpatitd e with meaningfutarm;; tontro r. ·'he· cOf1(fi t i di"!:t'l,Jt \h8!d demand 
are not consistent with the type of deterrent policy that woullj meet tr,eir 
standardS of moral acceptability. (A counterva1ue strategy would 1ike11d tIe 
most stable and most "arms controllable" but would also tIe most morallq '-
ob J ect i OnElb Ie.) 

4. Are serious efforts being made to meet the tlishops' conditions? NO. 
There is no evi dence thElt there is a seri ous movement pushi nq toward nuclear 
disarmament w'hich is the logical conclusion of the bishops ar-guments.48 

By far the most consistent anlj powerful criti.cisms of the Pastoral entail 
the bishops' lack of recognition of the actual potential aggressors at'pj tJI8 

consequences of their succeeding. There is no calculus of proportiop betv'/een 
the costs of deterrence and defense and the costs of surrendering to iJ 

totalitarian regime. "An analysis that fails to make the nece~;sand mora} 
distinctions between Ijemocracies, with all their faults i:ind limitations, i:tnd 
the Soviet bloc cannot accurately set forth the circumstances \"I'ithin v,it'!ich 
"''Ie must make decisions about a governed international communitlJ; nor can it 
offer the full moral basis for t~le NATO deterrent system.',49 Trle bishops 
don't rest their case at all on the reality of the Soviet threat. "t'joral 
justification and criticisms of national security policy should be based both 
on general assessments of the dangers present in the international system 
and on a realistic assessment of the resources, policies, and intention::; of trlB 

principal adversary, the Soviet Union ... what often gets neglected in moral 
denunciations of nuclear weapons is the question of the moral ..,veig~lt to tIe 
given to our preservation as a free political community and secondari)y t:o our 
government's freedom to act in our interest on spec'ific issLJes.',5 lJ There 
cannot be moral neutrality or indifference to the difference betv'leen liberty 
and totalitarianism. There is a dual threat of mass destruction and· 
aggreSSive totalitarianism. There is also a dual task of diminishing the risk 
of nuclear war and av01 di ng mass destruct i on and preservi ng our 1 i bert i es and 
those of like minded nations and containing aggreSSive totalitarianism. 'w'e 
must keep both of these in mind and not deal with either in isolation. The 
morality of conduct between states must take account of the various moral 
conducts of the ditte~~~t. sta.t~s . .Ihe.[e.a1.it.1L.of .th~.Sovje.t Union may be the 
1· h' f th d ·1....... •• ••• • •• ••• • •• Inc pIn 0, e 1 C::1.,ma.. ••• • ••• • • ••• •• ••• ••• • • •• • • • ••• •• •• •• • ••• ••• ••• •• ••• • ••• ••• •• • •• ••• •• 
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The document also ~~kt··a.~~I,/~lo[;leQ ~~-atl!!rn~ni·'t3t:c'l2t·vt~at tl pt-operlq . ... . . .. . . .. .. '-
ordered international ctltf,tflunilu. 't'oubj:be!""- vrC? :theJ :NOl.c!c' most nearlq 

•• ••• iT ••• • ••• .~ ••• • • ... 
guarantee peace and inhibit war. There is 1i ltle discu~;Motl· of the rnajor 
obstacles lying between O'le present and that community. 

Will the abandoning of deterrence ~Irevent nuclear devastation; will it 
preserve liberty; if not, how is that morally superior? Pet-haps no cboice is 
who 11 y sat i sf actory, What moral choi ce br.i ngs about the fewest evi 1 
consequences? Michael Novak is correct when he se~ds, "To atlClndon 
deterrence occasions the greatest evil" for it entails en,jangering that liberty 
which is more precious then life itself. Free societies are an indispensitrle 
social condition of free moral life and the preservation of humen rights,,,Sl 

Reverend David Hollenback, S.J. sums it up in his book Nuclear Ethics, "It is 
impossible to reach a moral judgment about the morality of nuclear 
deterrence as a general concept." tiora1 thinking, he maintains, ought to make 
speCific judgments on "whether a concrete policy option 'Nil 1 change the 
current situation in a way that decreases the probability of v'/ar and increases 
the possi bil ity of arms reduct 1 on.',52 

Deterrence w'i 11 be needed 8S long as; the SO'v'i et Uni on is both an'ned with 
nuclear weapons and continues to be a truly serious pOlitical and military 
threat to the West. 

•• •••• •• •• •••• ••• • ••• •• •• •• ••• • •• ••• ••• .. .. ... . ... . ~ ... 
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CHAF'TEF.~ I 'v' 

[lBSER'",' AT IONS 

"It may \-v'ell tIe that what yoU conclude Ijepends on \'v'r-,er-e !dOU stoTt. Those 
who t,egi n wi U-, an overrirji n!~ sen::;e of the danger of a ~;ol/i et tJ,reat er"j \N~-'O 

feel a responsittilit'd to ensure American victond in artfd U5.--U~SP conflict 
will see the world differently from those wt-,o begin vvith a cornrnitment r=t~1 
the worth and dignity of every human being and a love of the earth."·-'~" 
Neither naivete nor e>::cessive cynicism should be allo''1ved to undercut the 
moral correctness of jl..ldgments ··,·yhich are built upon an asses::;ment of the 
purposes and character of the leadership of the Soviet Union. Are the1d statu::; 
quo or revi si ani st.: are they messi ani c or convent i ana 1 nati ana 1 i sf.. I t may not 
be moral to trust a liar .. but it is also not moral to ha"le i:Jn erroneous rlanjness; 
of heart 'Nhich results in withholding trust. 

It is necessary to kno'Tt hoy\( the Soviets see themselves i3nd V'itlat their
strategies for "IVar are: V-Ie must keep in mind that SO ... ·'iet leadership is made 
up of a small number at leaders 'Nho get pO"lver '·,'vithout public control. They 
are heirs to the Marxist-Leninist ideology which legitimizes their role in 
history, their authority, and defines the bounds of "morality" thereby 
providing a check on their behavior. They are also part of a ~:ussian history 
and culture filled with :>{enophobia .. a sense of inferiority and loyalty. E\·'en 
when the si gnifi cance of thei r Y'/ords and deeds i3re eva1 uated in thi s conte::d_ .. 
the priorities of ideology, nationalism, and maintenance of pOYler must be set 
in the proper order, y· ... hich changes vyith times .. personalities .. iJnd situaHons. 

After a thorough study of Soviet mllitary doctrine ... joseph Douglas goes so 
far as to suggest that deterrence needs to be redefined as. a derivative 
product stemming from the capability to survive and defeat the enemy's 
strategy. Even though this, taken literally, would relegate tile Y·/est to a 
purely reactive, mirror image strategy, Douglass' provocative analysis of 
Soviet strategy, its if"!1p1ications for U.S. detense planning, and the associated 
problems existing in for the U.s. provide er~cellent food for thought. (Table 

)
'=.4 •• •••• •• •• ••••••• • ••• •• 
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The appraisal of d~ter~et1~·fI~tJ ~iY-lt~q!-l.(o tt,e;i'l'tfitttl-e~e~ is cornplicate1j . .. . -~. ... .., .. 
tly the different con~~~lts..of· 5~e~r..e ;-j~lQJy..t~li 'fles: ~rl.d :t.tle Soviets. n",e 
Western idea of peeJce is a mixture of the Christian definitions in fJlet it. 
involves a freedorn from weJr and, usually, art assumption of t",errnony, 
relaxation of tension, and concord. For the Soviets, peace is a period of 
long-term competition in all areas other than military confrontetion, eJ period 
which eJllows the movement to a condition when worldwide sociellisrn v'lill 
make war obso 1 ete. 

Debate .about deterrence is really a debate about politics and the 
interpretation of eXisting--and future--conditions. Paul Wolfowitz cuts to 
the meat of the question of whether deterrence is necessary: 

"The wish for a less competitive relationship with the Soviet Union is 
more than understandable. But wishing will not make it so. To the 
contrary, unreall stl c hopes can make the compet it i on more dangerous" 
To thi nk that So vi et ai ms may change in the near future leads us to 
neglect those actions necesseJry to maintain favorable balances and 
compete effectively over the long haul. To think that we can harmonize 
Soviet objectives with our own, whether by agreements and 
negotiations or by a sudden weakening of Soviet power and resolve .. 
leads us to neglect both the fundamental differences that underlie the 
competition and the balances that underlie agreements.'·55 

. If we are to counter the political leverage the Soviets are gaining through 
their strategic ascendancy, we must maintain a credible deterrent force. 
V1hile we would like to look beyond this undesirable but essential 
reqUirement, we must face the reality of the world in which we live. Perhaps 
part of the cause of the debate today was predi cted by Luci an the Skept. i c in 
his conversation to Hermotimus, '" cannot. show what truth is so well as \/Yise 
people like you and your professor, but one thing' know about it, and that is 
that it is not pleasant to the ear; falsehood is more esteemed." 

Deterrence is not immoral or illogical, but it is also not likely to be 
eternal. Thus while we are searching for an alternative, we must strengthen 
and stabilize present relationships. y./e must ensure a stable balance exists. 
There must be 6 bA10J1r;e.in the vj~ibJ~ jnsi;s;.~tocs ~t.po.~·er in order to give 
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both sides the perce~hor~(lf=-f'ffiedofn:04·rnit~l't!tfH?'ff'. :~~o~r,jzinq danqers of . .. . . . ... ... .. - -
nuclear war is not enttLfI1tl.t.D ~re\e~~lt:it:. Nlklellt-:v.:eflptltr~; ceD"";' tie disitv,iented., 

~~ . ... .. .. . ..... 
flnd we can't shirk from tlurdens we can't unilaterally end. Nationel policies 
are needed thflt recognize the dangers of war and attempt to prevent '1'ver. Our 
way of life and our growth as a nation can't succeed if we cem't halt tbe use 
of force to destroy what we seek. Thus, there is no contnJdiction bet\oveen 
deterrence and the focus on how to fight and the likely results of tt"le tn3ttle. 

A strategy requires sound calculation and coordination of the ends f:lnd 
means, including intermediate means proportionate to interrnediate ends. It 
involves choices within a framework of finite resources and requires Hie 
ability to distinQuish between the desirable and the possible, the essential 
and the expendable. The strategy must not have goals that far exceed 
resources available to achieve the goals and must also adept to fundamental 
changes in l!~e nfltionflL internfltional, politicfll, military, and economic 
en'li ronment..Jb 

Many things, however, affect the outcomes of both det.errence and Y'/ar. 
"Predicting outcomes and designing strategies to make those which appear 
desirable more likely is an extremely uncertain business. Evendthing from 
w'eapons effects, to operational mllitary problems, to likely patterns of 
political desicion-making in wartime is shrouded in dOUbt.,,57 Vet prediction 
is an essential and unavoidable part of the strategiC planning process at every 
level. 

It is perhaps this uncertainty whic!) has made deterrence as effective as it 
has been. In ttle 1950s, if either si de struck fi rst, he coul d 11 ke 1 y destroy the 
opponent with little damage to himself. This is not true today \-"t,ere tJ:e 
development of the intellectual understanding of deterrence has shaped the 
development of weapons systems and procedures. In addition to the role 
uncertainty plays in increasing the risk factor for a potential aggressor.:., the 
understanding of uncertainty also provide's a psychological protection from 
fear. The more oversimpl1fied the analysis of U.S.-SOViet relations erllj 

especially the nuclear balance and the respective nuclear capabilities, the 
more threatening and likely nuclear confrontation appears. 
Oversimpl1fication hides the numerous uncertainties military planners and, in 
the final ana1ysis.'pQ~ltiJ:;a1 Jelld~r.s 00 Do.ttl.~id~s rnllst.~onsider during their 
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Ijecision makinq anti ~eJ~re: tl1t1ir ~~1ing. ~t~ th~ rrdlit8r; :m?8, it is tl1e~;e '.. ... ... .. . ... .. . .. 
uncertai nti es that are J to-a ~reb"r t.xrent, fli"dden- i n the·tli~~ lncti ons tlet\oveen 
declar6tory, force development, operational, execution, anlj errns control 
poll ci es. Uncertai nty in areas of weapon performance , force ernp 1 ownent 
parameters, target parameters, scenario conditions~_emd short elnd long terrn 
results certainly restrain any decision to go to 'Nar . ..Jij This may be rYh'd Betts 
calls nuclear uncertainty "both the sin and HIe salvation of doctrine.,,~,9 

Perhaps the discussion of the theoretical basis of deterrence, coupled 
with some of the practical and moral dilemmas associated with thi::; 
centerpiece of our national strategy has led us to the conclusion tflat 
deterrence is simply tfle management of uncertainty. A well developed and 
dynamic strategy of deterrence has dimensions of crisis prevention dealing 
with the contributory causes that give cause to crises. It Ijirects crisis 
management which, once a crisis has begun, attempts to prevent precipitating 
factors that could lead to war. It tries to predict and to provide escalatorw 
control' opportunities once warfare has begun. What deterrence has not fjone 
is deal with the basic causes of conflict inherent in the U.S.-Soviet 
relationship. It has however, thus far, assisted fairly effectivel!d in 
preventing and managing crises to allow a time frame for developing 
communications and approaches to achieve long-range stability. Concepts and 
methods of deterrence have ct1F.mged and must continue to change. The 
maturing of theory has combined with tect1nological advancements in 
surveillance, weapons, and communications to give rise to a ne'w deterrence. 
Richard Srnoke notes that "We have arrived at a point where a significant 
portion of trle deterrence that inhibits maJor challenges to the status quo 
derives, not from the threats governments choose to make, but from a mutUiJl 
appreciation of 8 mutual danger. A unilateral "deterrence b~J!Olicy" is' tIeing 
supplanted by a shared "deterrence from escalation anxiety:'t'o. 

There is probably no chOice today but to live with a certain level of 
anxiety with respect to both the Soviets and nuclear weapons. There is 
probably nothing that can be done to make the world reassuringly safe. The 
dilemmas have not been resolved and in fact may not be able to be resolved as 
long as the two opposing world views exist. Living with the dilemmas may be 
uncomfortable, but no alternative is readily apparent. Deterrence 'works 
through a com~i'1atr~n: of: ~~tOar·s~~r(!SlR/·: ih~tfl1{lete understanding, 
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uncertaint!-j. and a p~r@eilliotl th::lt U-loIire·tllag.t't ~elrne tJ'€~Qr:ee of irrCltionalitq 
present in '"the opposing Mtle~· ·T~tr q\j~stton·ts not w~e{t~~Jeterrence st"touhj 
be ebandoned, but rElnler whet v-li11 keep the teeth in deterrence. The nucl eer 
dilemmEl can not be resolved, only managed . 
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••• • • •• • ••• 
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THE REAGAN STRATEGIC Pj;:OGRA~1 

STR A TEG IC 'AlE APONS REQU IRErv lENTS 
TIME -URGENT 
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HARD-T ARGET !NCREASED FLD::!BLE 
REAGAN PROGRAM COMPONENT KILL CAPACITY WARHEADS ENDURANCE J;:E::;PONSE 
C31 

DSP Improv. X 
NE ACP Improy. X ~< 
PACCS Improv. X X 
!"lobile Comm. Ctr. )< ~: 

MILSTAR X ~: 

T AC AMO lIpgr ade X X 
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CSOC X ~(: 

BOMBER MODEF~N!Z AT ION 
B-1B X X 
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ALCMs X 
YlF Equipr ..... nt X 
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ICBM ~10DERNIZA T ION 
MX X X '.' .... 
MM III Mk12A X X ~<: 
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ISSUE GROUP 
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